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Pico
PICO deals with the need of having a small workspace at 

home without looking too office-like. 

The little desk is equipped with storage space, to hide 

cables and writing utensils. It‘s accessible by lifting the tab-

letop or the angled flap in the rear, which also acts to store 

and operate smart devices. The desk comes in oak wood, 

combined with black or white colour finish. To guarantee 

a high durability and best writing comfort, the tabletop is 

additionally refined with a scratch resistant surface.
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Pico
DESK

CUSTOMIZED PARTS

MATT COLORSWOOD

natural
oak

pretobranco

990,00 EUR* **

D 60cmW 100cm H 82cm

legsflap 

desktop

ITEM NUMBER OC501
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FLAPDESKTOP LEGS FLAPDESKTOP LEGS

01 – BRANCO 01 – PRETO
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After receiving the pro forma invoice the payment must be made in full, or 30% 

to confirm the order and remaining 70% until 3 days before the shipment date, 

mentioned in sales confirmation.

O CÉU starts the production after payment confirmation of the total amount, 

or 30% deposit, and the lead-time starts counting after this day. All pieces are 

property of O CÉU until the payment is 100% received and conrmed.

PAYMENT

All include VAT at the current rate, established by the Portuguese law.

*VAT

Tiles are not included in the wholesale price

***TIELS

ORDERPLACEMENT

Orders can be placed by phone or email:

CRISTINA MONTEIRO

+351 913 5977 835
sales@o-ceu.com 

We ship our products to the European Union through the best transport 

companies, to ensure that they arrive to you in perfect conditions. The rest of 

the world can be shipped upon request. Please contact sales@o-ceu.com for 

further informations.

For shippings to Germany, delivery is already included in the prices, while for 

the rest of the European Union and the world,the delivery costs will be quoted 

at the time of invoice.

**SHIPPING

Our products are made to order on a 6 weeks leadtime. In made to measure 

pieces or big quantities, O CÉU reserves the right to update the leadtime.

LEADTIMES
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